method and means. The results undoubtely shows that d-r. Shivarov has high profesional
qualification, deep knowledge and experience in the field of robotics.
3. Quotations evaluation.
All quotations in candidates application – 7 in total, are mentioned in foreign
author’s work in prestigeous publications. Most of them (6) are reffered in Scopus science
database. Thus eng. Shivarov is known to the international scientific audience and his
work has been interesting for researches and scientists in the robotics field.
4. Main scientifically-applied contributions
Candidate’s work has many important scientificall-applied and scientific
contributions. They relate to the scientific discipline “ Robots and manipulators’ and include
developing and research of “Robco” service robots prototypes, modules and software for
inteligent robot control, web-based user interface for control and maintenance of robotic
platforms etc.
The gained results have significant importance in the development and enriching
the theory and the practice of robotics and automation of discrete production and are
highly applicable. These contributions can be added to the following groups: proving new
significant sides of already examined scientific areas, problems, theories, hypothesis;
discovering new classifications, methods, constructions, technologies and achieving solid
factors.
5. Candidate’s work overview and data
The candidate d-r Shivarov has 17 years work experience, gained thru chief
assistent and Associate Professor for 2 years and 8 months. Durring this time he has
worked as supervisor of division “ Robotics and mechatronics” in Code Assistance Ltd.,
science asscoicate in CLMP-BAS Associated Professor in IR-BAS and Associate
Professor in research laboratory in EPU — Pernik. In IR-BAS he was a leader and
participant in a team in service robotics. He was an expert and manager in the field of
information and communication politics in healthcare as government expert of Healthcare
Ministry. Eng. Shivarov has worked over national and international projects, financially
supported by different organisations. All developments are from the nomenclature
scientific specialty of the announced competition. As leader of a research laboratory in
EPU he was a supervisor of PhD and Associate Professor candidates. He has teaching
experience with the students of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Technical
University - Sofia. Candidate’s pedagigical work and abbilities to teach are appropriate for
the desired acientific title.
I think, that the volume and the quality of the candidate’s scientific, scientificallyapplied, pedagogical work allignes with the requirements of ЗРАСРБ and the manual of its
application.
6. Crutial notes and recommendations
I don’t have crutial notes over the presented work of the candidate.

